Barn Home

Revival
The main recreation room is a
perfect mix between historic and
modern. “The goal for this space
was to be all about quality time for
family and friends,” says builder
Michael Mroz. “The main open space
is super inviting with tons of natural
light and the original impressive
vaulted ceiling wooden beams.”

This 19th-century barn in New
Jersey received a major farmhouse
facelift to become a modern barn
recreation space, complete with a
custom golf simulator.
BY LAUREN HOFER
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“We are really proud that we worked within the existing
footprint, because our town doesn’t allow large, detached
structures like this anymore in backyards,” Michael says.
To maintain the integrity and original panels of the upstairs
interior, Michael and his team essentially built a second
structure outside the existing structure. The windows,
exterior walls and roof are all new.

The result is

a historic structure
encased in new trappings.

This dreamy recreation room is
located on the second floor of the
barn and features the original
barn ceiling and walls. The team
added new and enlarged windows
to give the room more natural
light and symmetry. “I increased
the size of some of the windows
and adjusted the size of others, so
we were creating strong visuals,”
designer Uma Stewart says.
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S

ometimes, the best new
house is really an old
house. While from the
exterior, this structure
looks like a brand-new
build, upon closer inspection, it’s
actually a remodeled carriage
house. It sits adjacent to a Victorian
home in suburban New Jersey.
“The main home was built in 1870,
and we believe the barn was
originally a carriage house built
around the same time,” says builder
Michael Mroz, president of Michael
Robert Construction. When the
homeowners decided to give the
backyard barn a major facelift, they
enlisted Michael’s help to create
a beautiful and functional space
that pays homage to the structure’s
historic roots.

REC REDO
“The primary goal was to build a
recreational space where family and
friends could gather and enjoy quality
time together,” Michael says. The upstairs
recreation room focuses on that end, while
downstairs, a kitchen, bathroom and gym
serve their own purposes, providing close
access to the nearby pool and backyard.
“In the upstairs, the client wanted to
keep the original planks and beams,”
says Uma Stewart, the interior designer
on the project. To achieve this goal, the
team brainstormed how to keep those
walls while making the old barn a usable
modern space. “We wanted to preserve
all the original structure and materials on
the inside, so we worked around it from
the outside,” Michael says. “We insulated
and ran electric from the exterior and then
planked over that.” The result is a historic
structure encased in new trappings.
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" We love that

this home will age
gracefully over
time.”– Michael Mroz
FUNCTION AND FUN
Interior designer Uma Stewart
had previously designed the
homeowners’ main house, and
was ready to take on this next
project. “I wanted to keep it
somewhat elegant while keeping
in mind that it’s more of a
recreation space,” she says. She
started by sourcing French white
oak floors, and then saw every
detail through to the finish, right
down to the custom golf simulator
in the upstairs rec room.
To add natural lighting and
symmetry to the space, they
added massive, black-framed
windows that manage to feel
both new and old. “While the
black color is purely modern,
the paneling grills are a nod to
traditional design,” Michael says.
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If you’re designing both indoor and
outdoor spaces, use similar elements
in both locations—like the same tile
in the pool and poolhouse shower—
to create cohesion.

(above) Part recreation space, part poolhouse, this downstairs bathroom
uniquely ties into the outdoors of the property. “The dark blue tile in the
shower is a pool tile,” Uma says. Using it in the poolhouse shower and the
pool itself brings the two spaces together.
(right) In this ground floor kitchen, Uma was able to work entirely from
scratch. “We had a great time designing the kitchen and bath space,”
she says. The stone backsplash, farmhouse sink, open shelves and natural
cabinet finish all work together to create a poolhouse kitchen that
feels timeless.

Updating and designing this space required custom elements. Hanging the globe lights was especially
challenging because of the vaulted ceiling. To be sure they hung evenly, Uma and her team chose to hang
them from one of the wood beams directly over the bar, rather than the higher rafters.

Downstairs, the finishes are entirely new. A stone
façade is commemorative of barns built in the 1800s,
and the natural tones of the wood and stone create
a space that’s warm and welcoming. Vertical cedar
paneling on the exterior also complements the interior
finishes. “We love that this home will age gracefully
over time,” says Michael. “The cedar exterior will
patina to a stunning gray.”
SEE SOURCES, PAGE 128.

“The bar shelves are
actually integrated
into the barn walls as
built over 150 years
ago,” Michael says.
While the upstairs is
one giant recreation
room, each section
has its own purpose.
“Distinct areas within
the room create
spaces for darts,
basketball, table
shuffleboard and a
cocktail,” he says.

(above, right) This area is one of the most fun—and
most custom—parts of the barn. “Part way
through the project, the homeowner called and
said he wanted to put in a golf simulator,” Uma
says. But building a custom golf simulator to fit
the farmhouse aesthetic was no small feat. The
work required both visual and technical work
that Uma and her team tackled with brilliance.
Special 12-foot planks build the frame while
inside, custom linen panels soften the hard edges
and create good sound acoustics.

(left) One of the homeowners’ goals for the barn
was to have a home gym. Garage doors open
directly to the outside to make it the perfect
indoor/outdoor space with plenty of natural
light. Custom floor matting makes this room
unique from the rest of the barn, and functional
as a workout room.
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Ulti mate RECREATION ROOM
Learn what went into the design of this custom-built golf simulator.

When the homeowners called Uma part way
through the project and told her they wanted
a custom golf-simulator in the upper floor rec
room, she got right to work. “The examples for
the most part looked like temporary set ups
or situated in basements that felt like home
theaters,” she says. Instead, the goal here was
to craft something custom that maintained the
farmhouse style as much as possible.

There were quite a few technical elements that went
into designing this custom feature. These included
12-foot planks for the surround, and linen interiors.
“For the inside of the golf cage, we had our upholsterer
fabricate rustic linen panels,” Uma says. This helps
with both the acoustics and aesthetics in the space.
While maintaining the look was important, so was
the function of the golf simulator. The design team
coordinated with the tech team that installed the
screen and cameras for the golf simulator to work.
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BARN

Exte riors

The exterior of this historic barn was entirely redone.
Here are builder Michael Mroz’s recommendations for barn exterior options.
1. CEDAR WOOD PANELING. This is the exterior on this
historic barn. Over time, the natural cedar finish will fade
from its current golden yellow color to a beautiful gray.
2. RECLAIMED BARN WOOD. This is a unique option for
anyone who wants to add a historical touch to a new build,
or even just more history to a remodel. With natural patina
and tons of character, reclaimed wood is a vibrant and
stunning exterior option.
3. BOARD AND BATTEN. This method of siding involves
installing different widths of wood vertically. The end
result is textured and visually interesting, and you can
paint or stain it for the finish of your choice.

Off the downstairs foyer is a mudroom that looks cozy behind
the stone walls of the entryway. “There are amazing old
properties in New Jersey that have stone walls combined with
wood, Uma says. “I wanted to incorporate that to get that
look.” The resulting stone façade adds an old world look to the
downstairs area. Michael and his team sourced these new alder
doors with a custom stain.

4. METAL SIDING. Sometimes a cheaper option, metal
siding gives an updated and modern look to any barn.
You can also choose metal for the roof, which will give
it a traditional yet modern farmhouse feel.
5. BRICK AND STONE. While farmhouses often call to
mind wood frames, stone and brick are also historic
materials. In this area of New Jersey, stone was an
often-used material at the time this barn was built.

While it looks like a brand-new build, this barn was actually
constructed around 1870, when the main house on the property was
built. Originally the carriage house, this barn is now a recreation
and entertaining space for friends and family to gather, with a guest
suite on the lower level.
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